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ANNUAL REPORT
Dec. 31, 1923.
To His Excellency the Governor and Commander-in-Chief.
In accordance with the provisions of Section 27, Chapter 33, of the General
Laws, I hereby submit the Annual Report of the Massachusetts Volunteer Militia
for the year ending December 31, 1923.
Appended are the reports of the Chiefs of Departments, Staff Corps, and the
Armory Commission.
Enrolled Militia.
On December 31, 1923, the total enrolled militia of the Commonwealth was
693,497. This shows an increase of 7,641 over 1922.
The National Guard.
The reorganization of the Massachusetts National Guard has continued to
progress, although somewhat more slowly than heretofore. On December 31,
1922, there were 134 units federally recognized; 21 units have been federally
recognized this year, making the total number at present 155.
Up to this year we have managed to keep a little ahead of the schedule re-
quired by the Militia Bureau on June 30th of each year, but this year, largely
owing to the great number of expirations of the three-year enlistments, we fell
a little behind. Our strength on June 30, 1923, should have been 9100 of&cers
and men, while we only succeeded in obtaining 8808 officers and men.
Of the allotment made to Massachusetts, there has been organized and fed-
erally recognized—
1 division headquarters, less
1 headquarters and military police company,
1 light tank company,
1 motorcycle company, and
1 ordnance maintenance company.
2 infantry brigades, less
8 units in the 182d infantry,
1 field artillery brigade,
1 regiment of engineers,
1 infantry division train,
1 ambulance company,
1 field hospital company,
1 division signal company,
1 division air service.
The organization of army troops consists of—
1 regimental headquarters and service troops, cavalry,
1 squadron of cavalry,
12 companies of coast artillery,
and as special allotment—
1 machine gun battalion (anti-aircraft),
1 separate battalion of infantry (colored).
It is expected that the infantry regiment will have completed its organization
in the early part of the coming year. The medical regiment also is expected to
be completed at the same time.
All organizations have performed their fifteen day tour of camp duty. The
Division, less the Engineers, and one regiment of field artillery and Air Service,
performed its tour at Camp Devens as a Division.
The Engineers performed part of their duty at Hanover and the last five
days at Devens with the Division.
But one regiment of field artillery could function at Camp Devens at a time,
on account of the lack of horses and also insufficient range for artillery practice.
The tour of duty at Devens was very successful.
The poor facilities for artillery firing are a severe handicap to the artillery,
and as this is an expensive branch of the service to maintain, every effort should
be made by the United States authorities to arrange for sufficient land at Devens
to permit proper artillery training.
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The 102d Field Artillery followed the division period for its tonr of duty
and obtained as much training as the facilities would permit.
The 2d Separate Battalion Infantry also performed their camp duty at
Devens at the same time as the 102d Field Artillery.
These camps were successful and good work was accomplished. Inspecting
officers reported very favorably on all organizations.
The Cavalrv performed their dutv at Wakefield Rifle Range, where much
was accomplished in instruction in rifle practice, and the balance of their camp
duty at the Rhode Island State Camp Ground, Quonsett Point, Rhode Island.
The inspection reports show that the tour of duty was of great advantage to
the command.
The 211th Artillerv (1st Corps Cadets) performed its tour of duty at Fort
Terrv, Long Island Sound, and the instruction which was received was of great
benefit fo the command. The work with the anti-aircraft machine guns in
shootinff at balloons received commendation from instructors and inspectors.
The Coast Artillery Corps performed its tour of duty at Fort H. G. Wright,
Long Island Sound. " This was the first time in many years that the regiment,
as a whole, had drilled tosrether, and this tour did a great deal to strene+.hen
the morale and regimental esprit. Very favorable reports were received from
insneetors on this tour of duty.
The 101st Observation Saiiadron performed their duty at Mineola, Long
Island, as heretofore, and did good work. At the conclusion of this tour of
dutv nine new planes were issued to the Squadron and delivered at the home
station at Jeffries Point, East Boston.
This Squadron has developed a remarkable esprit and has done excellent
work under a severe handicap of inRuffleient eouipment. Now that tbev have
two hanffars erected at the Flying Field at Jeffries Point. East Boston, oppor-
tunities for training are much better. They still lack adeouate quarters for the
personnel, and an amount of money to remedy this defect has been asked for
in the budget.
For the first time in many years Massachusetts put into camp at Devens an
infantry division, complete, except for a few minor headquarters units. Re-
ports on the camp speak very hisrhly of the work performed.
The Secretary of War, the Chief, Militia Bureau, and Chief of Infantry all
visited the camp and expressed themselves as much pleased with what they saw.
Recommendations have been made to the War Department in regard to re-
tention of a sufiicient area at Camp Devens to train the National Guard troops
of the 1st Corps Area, and through the co-operation of The Adjutants General
of the New England States and the Division Commander, we were able to
secure a conference with the Secretary of War at Devens where the necessary
facilities for the training of the National Guard of this Area could be easily
obtained. Both the Secretary of War and the Chief of the Militia Bureau were
heartily in accord with the views of the State Adjutants General and the
Division Commander, and as a result of this conference a suitable area has been
set aside for the training of all the National Guard troops of New England.
A small expenditure each year on necessary repairs will afford sufficient quar-
ters and adequate facilities, except for the field artillery, for many years to
come. The field artillery must have more land for range firing. This land
should be leased at once, as Congress has refused to appropriate the necessary
money for purchasing land.
All camps were visited by The Adjutant General, the State Inspector or his
representative, the State Judge Advocate and the State Quartermaster.
Some officers of the Massachusetts National Guard still seem to be unable to
appreciate property responsibility. Those who are lax in this respect will suffer
both in their pockets and on their efficiency records.
There have been fires in two armories during the year, both of which were
undoubtedly due to careless smokers.
More stringent rules have been adopted with reference to smoking in armories
and officers and men are chained with the duty of carrying out the new regula-
tions.
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On April 28th the battle ribbons of the 104th Infantry were attached to their
colors in the Hall of Flags in the presence of His Excellency, the Governor,
and a large number of the former officers and men of the regiment. This event
was of more than passing interest, as the 104th Infantry was the first American
regiment to be decorated by a foreign government.
The board of officers appointed to recommend changes in the regulations for
the use of armories has reported, and new regulations have been issued. It is
too soon yet to pass judgment upon .the results. It is believed, however, that
time will show an advantage to the National Guard units in armories.
Owing to a press of legislation last year, it was not possible to take up the
changes recommended in the militia law, but this matter will receive attention
from the Legislature early in the coming session.
It is gratifying to note that the military department has been able to do its
share towards the gradual reduction in the size of State appropriations. Taking
1915 as the year for a comparison (and 1915 is selected as being the last full
year of State military work before the war), the figures show that with a total
military appropriation for a force of 7,000 officers and men, the cost per soldier
was $161.69. The t.otal military budget for 1924, based on a strength of 10,701
officers and n^en, shows a cost per soldier of $92.08.
While there are many things that the National Guard still needs, it is believed
better policy to acquire them gradually and keep the military budget within
reasonable bounds, than to attempt to obtain them all at once at a large increase
in the budget.
The Guard is functioning well and is not seriously handicapped by going
slowly.
During the year 54 men have been discharged to enlist in the Army, 72 to
enlist in the Navy, 8 to enlist in the Marine Corps and 5 to enlist in the Coast
Guard.
Rifle Shooting.
During this year we were able to give more thorough and more general in-
struction in rifle practice than ever before. With this end in view, there was
established at Wakefield Rifle Range a camp of rifle instruction which was
carried on for ten days in August and which proved very successful. The Rifle
Team was selected from those who attended this camp, and, during the annual
competitions at Camp Perry, Ohio, maintained the high standard in marks-
manship which Massachusetts has always held.
The team this year took fourth place out of 66 entries in the contest for
the Hilton Trophy, and many high places in individual matches. Massachusetts
had two men on the National Guard team in the United Services Match.
A very successful State Competition was held at Wakefield in October at
which suitable prizes were given to both organizations and individuals. The
Tri-Color was won by the 101st Infantr5^ Excellent scores were the order of
the day and much general interest was demonstrated.
The practice inaugurated last year of holding an Indoor Tournament in the
armories during the winter months, using the .22" caliber rifle, was continued
with very good results, and a similar match is being arranged for the coming
season.
The officers of the Ordnance Department have given much time and attention
to their duties at the various camps, inspecting indoor and outdoor ranges, and
investigating prospective rifle clubs desirous of joining the National Rifle Asso-
ciation.
The question of a suitable range within a reasonable distance of Boston is a
matter that needs immediate attention. By far the greater part of the National
Guard is located in the eastern portion of the State, and while for many years
the Guard has been able to obtain shooting facilities at the Bay State Military
Rifle Association Range at Wakefield, there is a possibility that this property
•may
-be disposed af in the near future. Should this occur, the Guard in the
metropolitan district will be without range facilities.. A board of officers, ap-
pointed to investigate the question of a suitable range, has recommended that
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the State purchase the Wakefield Range. An appropriation was asked for in
the budget last year for this purpose but was stricken out. This is a matter
of great importance, since a soldier who does not know how to shoot is of
little worth.
New Aemoey.
The new Quincy Armory is rapidly nearing completion. The contractors are
now engaged on the finishing work and the building will probably be ready for
occupancy early in March.
The Armory is well situated on the comer of Hancock Street and Furnace
Brook Parkway, about five minutes' walk from the center of the city.
The Armory lot is surrounded on two sides by land held by the Metropolitan
District Commission and on the third side by land occupied by the "Dorothy Q.
House."
The building will be a credit to the State and to the city.
Official Visits.
Among the distinguished guests of the Commonwealth during the past year
were Premier P. T. Veniot of New Brunswick and Premier E. H. Armstrong
of Nova Scotia, Vice Admiral Sir William Culme-Seymour of His British
Majesty's Navy, Chief Justice William H. Taft of the United States Supreme
Court, General Henri Gouraud of the French Army, and General Josef Haller
of the Polish Army.
Certificates of World War Service.
The number of applications for World War certificates amounted to 27,055.
There have been 24,542 certificates issued and the remaining 2,513 are either
in process or awaiting official records from Washington.
This is an increase in certificates issued since 1922 of 3,024.
World War Record Division.
Practically all World War records have now been received from the War
and Navy Departments, only a comparatively few individual records remaining
to be furnished. Records already received total approximately 199,000. This
does not include the records of those who served in the allied forces. At the
present time we have records of about 250 Massachusetts men who had such
service and expect to have a fairly accurate record before the work is completed.
The work of typing permanent record cards is progressing slowly, due to the
inaccurate and incomplete condition of the records received from Washington.
It has been found that about 27 per cent, of the Army records and a much
larger percentage of the Navy records must be returned or referred to their
respective departments at Washington for correction or completion. These
inaccuracies are traceable to the large number of inexperienced employees at
Washington who worked under pressure to accomplish the task of preparing
card records for the several States within a limited time.
There is a steady demand for certificates of war service from many sources
and for various purposes. During the year approximately 4,400 certificates
of service have been issued, and about 800 certificates of registration under the
selective service law have been furnished to aliens seeking to become American
citizens.
Many cities and towns, organizations, and societies throughout the State are
sending to this office lists of names to be checked to show their eligibility for
a place on some honor roll, tablet or for some other historical purpose.
All this incidental work tends to retard the work of preparing in permanent
form the records of Massachusetts soldiers, sailors and marines, which is the
main purpose of this section.
Philippine Records.
The total number of records of Philippine service secured so far amount to
4,433. This is divided as follows :—records of Volunteers, 1,841; records of
Navj', 2,277; records of Marine Corps, 315. This practically completes the
records of Volunteers, leaving the Army records to be secured. The Navy
records are complete and the Marine Corps records have been secured to the
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letter F. There still remain the balance of the Marine Corps and the Army
records to be obtained. This is a slow and laborious work, as the records of all
men who saw service during the period of the Philippine War have to be gone
over to determine whether or not they come from Massachusetts.
Intelligence SEca?iON.
The Intelligence Section has continued to do good work, particularly in the
instruction of the intelligence personnel of the Guard. There has been a large
increase in the number of cases referred to this Section for investigation
during the past year. The personnel of the Section has been reduced and the
personnel of the Intelligence Section of the Guard has been used as far as
possible in this work.
Archives Division.
The Chief of the Archives Division reports that over 200 letters relating to
military historical matters have been referred to this Division, data relating to
the same looked up, and answers returned.
More than 100 requests for Revolutionary records have been received and
referred to the Honorable Secretary of the Commonwealth.
Nearly 1,400 records of service of men who served in the Civil and Spanish-
American Wars have been made out and issued, in the majority of cases for
Pension or State Aid purposes.
A great many records have been looked up of individuals who served as com-
missioned officers in the Massachusetts Militia or Massachusetts Volunteer
MiUtia between 1781 and the outbreak of the Civil War.
Outline sketches of the history of at least 75 of the older units of the Militia
of the Commonwealth have been prepared and filed for reference. Requests
for such outline sketches are coming to this Division with increasing frequency.
This work requires much time but the results are valuable.
Photostat copies of the rolls of the members of the Massachusetts Militia,
who were called into service during the suppression of Shay's Rebellion, have
been secured from the Archives of the Secretary of the Commonwealth. These
sheets, 1,090 in number, will, when bound, form a valuable addition to the
records of this ofl&ce. With these, the office now has the records of all wars
in which Massachusetts men have participated since the office was organized
in 1782.
All the Navy Department Letters, which fill 46 volumes and on which a great
many of our Civil War Naval records are based, have been carefully re-bound,
together with 39 volumes of Adjutant General's Reports, official records, etc.
—
86 volumes in all, during the present fiscal year. These, with 154 volumes pre-
viously reported, make a total of 240 volumes which have been bound, re-bound,
or repaired during the past five years.
The above work, together with many other items not here listed, has been
done in addition to that of superintending the preparation of the Civil War
Records for publication, a report on which has already been submitted.
Schedule or Volumes Bound During the Fiscal Year 1923, Military
Archives Division, The Adjutant General's Ofi'ice.
Volumes
Navy Department Letters 46
Official Records 8
Boston Directories, 1860 to 1866, inclusive 7
Reports of the Soldiers' Home in Massachusetts 4
Synonyms of Volunteer Organizations of the U. S 2
Massachusetts Register and Military Record, 1862 1
Adjutant General's Reports, Civil War Period 15
Records of Massachusetts Volunteers (Civil War) 2
Rolls of New Hampshire Volunteers 1
Total 86
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TWBNTT-FlFTH ANNIVERSARY SpANISH-AmERICAN WaR.
By legislative enactment the celebration of the 25th Anniversary of the
Spanish-American War was provided for this year and the disbursement of the
appropriation was placed upon this Department.
The celebration consisted of a parade of the survivors of the Massachusetts
organizations who participated in the war, together with such members of the
United Spanish War Veterans who enlisted in the Army, Navy or Marine
Corps from Massachusetts.
The parade took place on October 12th, Columbus Day, and was made up of
survivors of the 2nd, 5th, 6th, 8th and 9th Infantry, Massachusetts Volunteer
Militia, and the Massachusetts Naval Militia parading as organizations, with
large delegations from the Association of the United Spanish War Veterans.
At the conclusion of the parade the column assembled in the Cadet Armory
and were addressed by His Excellency, the Governor, and the Honorable Henry
Cabot Lodge.
The celebration was successfully carried out, and there was a large attendance
from the members of the Massachusetts organizations who participated in the
War.
Death of the President.
On August 2, 1923, the whole country was saddened by the death of President
Warren G. Harding.
A most impressive funeral was held at the Capitol in Washington and the
Commonwealth was represented by His Excellency, Governor Channing H. Cox,
the President of the Senate, the Speaker of the House and The Adjutant Gen-
eral.
Suitable military salutes were fired on Boston Common by a detail from the
101st Field Artillery on the day of the Funeral, and the colors on all State
buildings were flown at half-staff until the conclusion of the Funeral Ceremonies
at Marion, Ohio.
Army iNbTRucTORS.
Most of the Army Instructors assigned to Massachusetts have been relieved
during the latter part of the year, owing to details to schools or other duties,
and their places have been taken by new Instructors assigned to duty with our
National Guard.
We now have seven instructors for infantry, three for field artillery, three
for coast artillery, one for engineers, one for cavalry, one for air service, one
for signal company, one for the medical department and two for the quarter-
master corps.
The same high type of instructors has been maintained and these enthusiastic
ofl&cers are a great help to the Guard and are doing fine work.
Aid to Civil Power.
On February 1, 1923, at 3.30 P. M., an explosion took place in a gas purifying
tank in the gas works at Springfield. The explosion destroyed buildings and
broke much glass for some distance from the scene of the explosion and there
were some casualties among civilians in the immediate vicinity. The Mayor of
the City precepted the local National Guard units and the Headquarters Com-
pany, Service Company, and Companies G and H of the 104th Infantry and
the 101st Motor Transport Company reported at the State Armory for duty.
Their services were not necessary and they were relieved from duty at 5,15 P. M.
the same day.
The law with reference to aid to civil power has been deficient, in that the
sheriff of a county, the mayor of a city or selectmen of towns could precept
the local unit of the guard in case of a riot, tumult or mob or in the case of a
public catastrophe or when the usual police provisions were inadequate to
protect life and preserve property, and the cost of such duty had to be borne
by the State.
The Legislature of 1923 changed this law so that the expense of such duty
would be charged to the county, city or town where such duty was performed.
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This will restrict the tendency to call on troops unless the situation is grave
enough to really require such aid.
Additional Duties Provided for by the Legislature.
In addition to the regular routine of ofl&ce work, the Legislature has placed
additional duties and work on the head of the department by the enactment
of legislation providing for a special commission to prepare a suitable history
of the part Massachusetts took in the World War.
The commission consists of The Adjutant General, the Secretary of State,
and the State Librarian.
This is in addition to the work required by five other legislative enactments
of previous years which are still in process.
Office Administration.
The work of the office has considerably increased, caused by the growth of
the Guard, and requires close application to keep up Avith the volume of the
work.
The amount of recorded correspondence has increased from 1,850 pieces in
1920 to 3,327 pieces in 1923, and the number of unrecorded pieces on which
some action was taken was more than double that of the recorded pieces, and
all of this has been handled with no increase in the number of office employees.
In addition, circulars, bulletins, general and special orders, training regula-
tions, blank forms, etc., have been sent out from the office, numbering' over
50,000 pieces.
The office force shows a commendable spirit and has worked hard. There
has been a great improvement in the morale.
Recommendation of the Adjutant General-'s Department.
Instances have occurred in the Massachusetts National Guard where officers
and enlisted men have distinguished themselves conspicuously by gallantry and
intrepidity at the risk of life, above and beyond the call of duty, while on active
service and it is recommended that the governor be authorized to present in
the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts a medal of honor to each
member of the Massachusetts National Guard who so distinguishes himself.
Such action on the part of the General Court will reward conspicuous service
and tend to increase the morale of the Guard. The Adjutant General therefore
recommends legislation which will provide for such medal of honor.
Resolve.
Authorizing the Presentation of Medals of Honor to Members of the National
Guard for Distinguished Service.
Resolved, That the governor is hereby authorized to present in the name of
the Commonwealth of Massachusettts, a medal of honor to each person who,
while an officer or enlisted man of the Massachusetts national guard, shall
hereafter distinguish himself conspicuously by gallantry and intrepidity at the
risk of his life above and beyond the call of duty while on active service. No
more than one medal of honor shaU be issued to any one person, but for each
succeeding deed or act sufficient to justify the awarding of a medal of honor
the governor may award a suitable bar or other device to be worn as he shall
direct. The design for any such medal or device shall be approved by the
Art Commission for the corumonwealth.
JESSE F. STEVENS,
The Adjutant General.
REPORT OF THE INTELLIGENCE SECTION, THE ADJUTANT
GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT.
Boston, December 31, 1923.
To The Adjutant General.
Sir : — j^
The following report of the Intelligence Section of The Adjutant General's
Department, is herewith submitted for the year ending December 31, 1923.
The work for the past year has been divided under the following headings : —
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1. Thq, instruction in Military Intelligence for the enlisted and commissioned
personnel of the Massachusetts National Guard.
2. General intelligence work.
3. Investigation of matters referred to the department on military and
other subjects.
First.— Under this heading the department has given a course of instruction
to the commissioned intelligence personnel of the Massachusetts National Guard
throughout the year, and also a like series of schools to the enlisted personnel.
In connection with those units which were in the course of re-organization, or
being newly formed, this work was somewhat hampered on account of lack of
personnel and organization.
During the tour of duty at Camp Devens, July 7th to 21st, 1923, the instruc-
tion was carried on with the assistance of the Intelligence Section of the 5th
Infantry, U. S. A. Problems were carried out, and the results obtained in most
cases were very satisfactory. The work was continued subsequent to camp,
commencing in October with monthly schools for the commissioned personnel.
Where new units have just been formed, the enlisted personnel has been given
instruction, but it is the intention that the officers shall instruct their own en-
listed personnel from now on.
A course of lectures has been arranged for the year 1923-24 for the com-
missioned personnel, which will cover all phases of intelligence work by lecturers
from different branches of the service.
Second.— Under this section of the work, there has been a large number of
cases concerning the foreign derivatives, and this department has had to handle
such matters with various departments in Washington who have co-operated
most kindly.
Third.— The military investigation work has increased, and the department
has handled more cases this year than in 1922. The work can be more easily
distributed at the present time than heretofore on account of the increasing
efficiency of the Intelligence Sections throughout the Guard, who have rendered
excellent service along these lines.
In closing, the writer desires to thank The Adjutant General for his consid-
eration and kindness during the year just passed, and also to express his
gratitude to the officers who have assisted him in the work in the intelligence
schools.
ROBERT 0. DALTON,
• Major, in Charge.
REPORT OF THE MILITARY SERVICE COMMISSION.
Boston^ December 31, 1923*.
To the Adjutant General.
1. Pursuant to the provisions of Section 105, Chapter 327, General Acts of
1917, this commission was established by authority of paragraph 1, Speci-orders
No. 38, A. G. 0., dated February 26, 1920.
2. The Military Service Commission is composed of the following named
officers
:
Brig. Gen. John J. Sullivan, Mass. N. G. Ret., to serve until February 26, 1924.
Brig. Gen. Alfred F. Foote, 51st Inf. Brigade, Mass. N. G., to serve until
February 26, 1924.
Lt. Col. Roger W. Eckfeldt, 102nd Field Arty., Mass. N. G., to serve until
February 26, 1924.
3. Continuing since date of last report of this Commission, Col. John W
Hyatt, Instructor, U. S. A., and Chief of Staff of the 26th Division, has advised
with the Board regarding the eligibility of candidates. His advice and assistance
has aided materially in expediting the work of the Board.
inoQ l^ Pursuance of General Orders No. 2, A. G. 0. Mass., dated February 28,1923, the Federal Examining Board has been meeting on the same day that the
Military Service Commission meets, for the purpose of examining such candi-
dates ordered before the board for Federal Recognition. This procedure has
expedited the Federal Recognition of officers for whom vacancies existed, and
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has saved the State considerable money for mileage, as well as much incon-
venience to the officers concerned, who would otherwise have to make a second
trip to Boston.
5. Mental examinations (both oral and written) and physical examinations
have been held, weekly during part of the year, monthly for another period,
and finally, and at the making of this report, twice a month, to determine the
fitness of candidates to be placed on the Ofiacers' Eligibility List. The scope
of the mental examination is shown in Appendix A.
6. (a) A table showing the number of applicants ex£tmined during the past
year for certification is shown in Appendix B.
(b) The policy of the Board has been to require strict compliance with the
regulations, and, as a result, the candidates appearing before the Board during
the past year have been much better prepared than formerly, and at the present
time there are comparatively few failures among the candidates who appear.
JOHN J. SULLIVAN,
Brig. Gen., M. N. G., Retired, President.
ALFRED F. FOOTE,
Brig. Gen., 51st Inf. Brigade, Mass. N. G.
ROGER W. ECKFELDT,
Lt. Col., 102nd F. A., Mass. N. G., Becorder.
APPENDIX A.
The following regulations of the Military Service Commission are published
for the information and guidance of all concerned:
1. All applicants for certification on the eligible list for appointment in
the Massachusetts National Guard will complete Form No. 1, M. S. C, in
duplicate and forward same to the Recorder, Military Service, Commission,
Room 263, State House.
2. No applicant will be certified for any grade until he has passed a satis-
factory physical and written examination and appeared in person before the
Military Service Commission.
3. All applicants will be examined in the following-named subjects with
respective values as indicated:
Subjects Credits
1. Orthography ]
2. Grammatical Construction i- 1
3. Penmanship j
4. Ten questions on Basic Course for officers including at least two
questions from Special Regulations, No. 57, War Department 4
5. Five questions on Arm of Service which officer applies to be cer-
tified in 2
6. Aptitude and probable efficiency to be judged by examining
board by the general appearance, conversation, manners, etc.,
of the candidate 3
Number one, two and three to be judged from the papers submitted by can-
didate. Number four will cover a broad scope of the manuals mentioned in
paragraph four of this circular. Number five will cover the manual or regula-
tion of the branch or arm of service in which the applicant desires certification.
4. It is recommended that all applicants for certification secure the follow-
ing-named manuals and regulations for careful study together with the par-
ticular regulation of the arm of service in which certification is desired
:
Army Regulations
National Guard Regulations
Manual for Courts-Martial
Field Service Regulations
Manual for Interior Guard Duty
Manual for Non-commissioned Officers and Privates
Special Regulations, No. 57, War Dept.
Manual for Physical Training
These manuals and regulations may be purchased locally or direct from the
Government printing office, Washington, D. C.
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EEPORT OF THE STATE ARMORY COMMISSION.
Cambbidge^ Mass. December 31, 1923.
To the Adjutant General.
The year 1923 has been an active one for the Armory Commission, the report
of whose work I have the honor to hand you herewith, though the work in
Quincy has been the only large undertaking.
Early in the year the Governor and Council made an appropriation for the
repair of fire damages in the Fall River Armory necessitated by the fire of
November, 1922. This has been completed. From the item in the budget
"alterations" there have been constructed magazines in the Gloucester and
Maiden armories.
In April the Maiden Armory was the scene of a fire, sufiftcient damage being
done to require more or less extensive repairing in the way of carpentry, paint-
ing and military furnishings. To cover this expense the Governor and Council
voted to appropriate the sum of $1,313.74 from their "Extraordinary Ex-
penses" Appropriation. The Commissioners have therefore been enabled to
complete these repairs.
Under the appropriation for "lockers and furniture," there have been in-
stalled in various armories throughout the State 961 steel lockers. Under this
same appropriation the Commissioners have contracted for filing cabinets,
desks, tables and chairs, some of which have already been delivered.
After considerable discussion with the Selectmen of the Town of Wakefield,
the Commissioners have finished relocating the bank wall of the armory in
that town and have had the land graded to conform with the lot upon which
the Town of Wakefield has erected a new school building.
The organization of a company of the 101st Infantry, Massachusetts National
Guard in the Town of Norwood makes the construction of a suitable armory
necessary. With this end in view the Commissioners have made several trips
to Norwood to look at proposed sites for the building. It is estimated that the
construction of such an armory would necessitate the appropriation of $147,000
covering land, building and furnishings.
The only proper place at which to station the 26th Division Air Service,
Massachusetts National Guard is at the new flying field in East Boston. The
field has already been laid out and hangars erected for this unit. It will be
necessary, however, to erect a barracks to house the ofl&cers and men. To this
end, the Commissioners request an appropriation of $69,660 in 1924.
As noted above, the chief work during 1923 has been the beginning of the
new Quincy Armory, for which the Legislature of 1922 authorized the purchase
of land on Furnace Brook Parkway. The Metropolitan District Commissioners
transferred the land, recommended by the Armory Commissioners, after an
opinion had been handed down by the Attorney General, and the Legislature
of 1923 had authorized the transfer.
The firm of McLaughlin & Burr of Boston was chosen as Architect for the
one-company armory which is being constructed upon the "model armory plans"
after the fashion of the Taunton armory.
The Commissioners, with the approval of the Governor and Council, awarded
the contract for construction to the John Bowen Company for the sum of
$128,335. The architect's fee, furniture and incidentals will bring the total
amount to be expended to an estimated $132,835, which the Governor and
Council have approved, under the provisions of Chapter 33, section 45 of the
General Laws. At the time of writing of this report the building has pro-
gressed to the point where its value is $91,624.22, the land being valued at
$5,000.
Soon after the completion of the foundation, it was discovered that the dam
below the armory on Furnace Brook caused the brook to completely overflow
a portion of the site at high water. This necessitated the laying of about nine
inches more cement, and later the Commissioners deemed it advisable to request
that the dam be removed altogether, that serious damage to the new building
be prevented. A good deal of time elapsed before it could be ascertained
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whether the City of Quincy or the Metropolitan District Commission had
authority to remove the dam, but early in December the latter agreed to have
the superintendent of that division remove the obstruction.
It is hoped and expected that the new armory will have been completed by
March of 1924.
During the year 1923 the Armory Commissioners have visited the following
armories
:
April 12, Somerville, Maiden and Haverhill.
April 20, 21, Cambridge, Woburn, Worcester, Springfield, Holyoke and
the inspection of proposed sites for an armory in Westfield.
May 14, Hingham.
May 15, Hudson, Marlboro and Waltham.
May 31, Adams, Fitchburg and Greenfield.
June 1, Pittsfield.
October, New Bedford, Fall River and Taunton.
November 17, 18, Worcester, Springfield, Holyoke, Northampton, Adams
and Pittsfield.
In the opinion of the Commissioners alterations to the following armories
will be necessary in 1924
:
Springfield, Plymouth, Fall River, Everett (Garage), Charlestown and
Battery B Farm,
for which it is estimated $8,500 must be expended. At the Commonwealth
Armory it is expected that $9,500 will be needed covering the Officers' Club and
a proper ventilating system for the lower stables as well as some minor alter-
ations. Therefore the Commissioners suggest an appropriation for Alterations
to Certain Armories of $18,000.
GEO. HOWLAND COX,
Commissioner and Secretary.
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List of First Class Armories Now Owned by the Commonwealth.
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Armories. Com-
pleted.
Appropri-
ation.
Cost.
Land. Building. Furnish-ings.
Attleboro
Adams
Boston, South
Boston, Bast
Brockton
Cambridge
Commonwealth
" (alterations) . . . .
Charlestown
Chelsea
Concord
Clinton
Pall River (and alter'ns)
Fitchburg
" (alterations) . . .
.
Framingham
Gloucester i
Greenfield
Haverhill
Hingham
Holyoke
Hudson
Lawrence (and alter'ns)
Lowell (and alter'ns)
.
Lynn
Maiden
Marlborough
Milford
Methuen (and alter'ns)
.
Newton
New Bedford
Natick
Orange
Pittsfleld
Quincy
Salem
Somerville
Springfield
" (boathouse)
" (alterations)
Stoneham
Taunton
Waltham
Woburn
Worcester
" (alterations) ....
" (alterations) ....
Worcester Battery
Wakefield
Taken over under
General Laws
:
Everett ,
Northampton
Plymouth
1910
1914
1889
1889
1906
1903
1915
1922
1908
1909
1915
1915
1895
1891
1915
1909
1906
1910
1906
1910
1907
1910
1893
1891
1893
1910
1906
1915
1921
1912
1905
1912
1913
1909
1908
1903
1895
1905
1916
1913
1917
1908
1917
1891
1910
1910
1922
1913
1913
1922
1920
152 000
67,500
835,000
338 383
33;000
179,000
842,000
50,000
200,000
65,000
55,000
65,000
168,000
60,000
73,100
45,500
65,000
50,000
40.000
50,000
65,000
56,000
111,500
131,000
100,000
61,000
27,000
57,000
75,000
56,000
178,000
56,000
60,000
65,000
132,835
200,000
75,000
110,000
13,000
143,000
58,000
79,300
50,000
68,000
132,000
57,500)
40,000)
18,500
55,000
$5,000 00
5,000 00
84,181 00
42,478 00
500 00
22,000 00
170,000 00
41,041 94
15,047 00
1,800 OO
5,000 00
35,000 00
13,960 00
7,461 00
3,000 00
8,370 00
5,000 00
3,500 00
2,745 00
6,032 00
4,000 00
15,093 00
15,500 00
15,700 00
7,000 00
1,400 00
5,000 00
4,768 00
4,200 00
14,010 00
4,000 00
4,000 00
10,000 00
5,000 00
59,484 00
15,000 00
12,000 00
3,750 OO
17,000 00
5,159 00
14,500 00
4,500 00
7,500 00
23,000 00
5,354 00
12,500 00
5,660 00
$44,289 98
60.296 20
308,375 70
289,405 00
32,298 01
150,062 09
654,089 89
50,000 00
151,225 34
46,516 89
51,199 57
58,296 59
127,229 12
46,007 00
59,491 60
40,196 00
56,128 00
42.888 80
36.010 25
44,812 23
56,155 21
49,697 03
96,053 46
115,276 00
80,411 00
51,415 03
25,494 15
48,641 99
64,600 51
49,302 10
156,863 71
47,372 82
52,943 47
53,057 04
91.624 22
(to date)
128,510 26
59,334 73
97,886 00
9,220 96
111,362 90
50,035 10
62,199 12
41,646 02
56,834 84
108,981 00
84.011 45
3,113 61
47,056 33
$2,168 08
2,203 80
6,500 00
191 73
6,779 02
17,710 11
7.454 46
2,568 27
1,992 12
1,594 37
5,766 68
6,134 86
2,163 45
498 69
1,598 38
465 00
2.237 41
2,812 79
2,302 97
2,534 71
lOO 64
2,822 16
1,972 02
2,319 SO
6.888 53
2,835 76
3,056 20
1 704 36
8,217 26
663 22
13,864 07
2,805 90
2,599 23
2,950 14
2,114 72
8,056 56
2,099 78
2,281 53
$5,664,118
58,000
27,500
31,000
$772,193 94
8,763 00
7,000 00
$4,247,918 32
47,280 80
22,835 47'
24,000 00
$143,019 28
1,663 74
1,509 40
$5,780,618 $787,956 94 $4,342,034 59 $146,192 42
Land included.
REPORT or THE STATE SURGEON.
State House, Boston, December 31, 1923.
To The Adjutant General.
1. Herewith is submitted the Annual Report of the Medical Department for
the year ending December 31, 1923
:
2. The most gratifying fact which presented itself during the summer tours
of duty was the remarkable good health displayed by all commands of the
National Guard. Out of approximately 5,500 officers and men who attended
the encampment at Camp Devens, July 7th to 21st, there were only 65 sick
admitted to the Station Hospital. In a letter of commendation to the Division
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Surgeon from Lieuttenant Colonel E. D. Rttffner, Med. Corps, U. S. A., and
Major John Gr. Ingold, Med. Corps, U. S. A., this fact was commented upon
and also the excellent co-operation given in the matter of ambulance service.
Due to the efficiency of Ambulance Company No. 102, the 1923 trophy was
awarded to the 101st Medical Regiment.
3. Up to the present time there has not been assigned to this Department for
transportation purposes, a car to replace the worn-out Ford touring car which
was formerly found indispensable. The lack of such transportation will un-
doubtedly increase to a great extent, expenses in connection with hiring of
public conveyances when necessary.
4. In addition to Ambulance Company No. 102, Hospital Company No. 101
and the 101st Veterinary Company have received Federal recognition. Ambu-
lance Company No. 101, to be located in Worcester, is practically organized,
and the remaining units of the Medical Regiment are well under way. The loca-
tion of 101st Veterinary Company has been changed from Commonwealth Ar-
mory to Wakefield Armory.
5. The Board of Medical Officers physically examined 378 candidates for
commissions in the National Guard, 342 of whom were accepted.
6. 1,230 physical examinations of applicants for. State Aid were made dur-
ing the year.
7. 120 applicants were physically examined for Pedler's licenses.
8. 2,000 physical examinations were made of applicants for the State Police
Patrol.
9. Board on Claims for Physical Injuries heard 39 claims, recommending
awards amounting to approximately $5,500.00.
10. It is recommended that measures be taken to increase bathing, urinal
and toilet facilities in all armories, these being inadequate now that practically
all armories are compelled to house more troops than were originally intended.
This to promote not only comfort and prevention of disease but, as regards
bathing facilities, to make it possible for men to engage in strenuous athletics
as well as routine work with means at hand to refresh and cleanse themselves
before going to their homes.
F. P. WILLIAMS,
Colonel, Medical Corps, State Surgeon.
REPORT OF THE STATE JUDGE ADVOCATE.
Boston, December 31, 1923.
To The Adjutant General.
1. The following report of the Judge Advocate General's Department for
the year 1923 is herewith submitted.
2. During the legislative year the Military Department was represented at
aU hearings of the Committee on Military Affairs and at those hearings of the
Committee on Ways and Means which affected the military establishment.
3. The revision of the Militia Laws of the Commonwealth, drafted during
the previous year by a Board under Special Orders No. 181, A. G. 0. Mass.,
1922, was submitted to the Legislature and extensive hearings held thereon.
4. Certain parts of the draft were enacted into law, but the revision as a
law was referred to the next annual session. It will again be presented for
consideration to the session of 1924.
5. Under the provisions of one of the sections of the law which was passed
by the Legislature, a Board to handle claims for property damage has been
appointed and is now functioning.
6. Fifty-two claims for personal injuries and eighteen claims for property
damage have been reported to this office, investigated and proper action taken
thereon.
7. One civil ease relating to property accountability of a State Guard Officer
has been disposed of after hearing before a Master, by a compromised settle-
ment.
8. The sale of certain land and property rights in connection with the
Framingham Camp Ground has been affected.
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9. Twenty-two opinions and decisions on various military matters have been
rendered and eight leases covering armory accommodations have been examined
and approved.
10. Two cases of trial of enlisted men of the Massachusetts National Guard
by Special Court-Martial have been reported and fifty-eight of trials by Sum-
mary Court-Martial; all of which resulted in conviction. The aggregate pun-
ishments consisted of commitment in jail for a term of two hundred and twelve
days, fines of forty-five dollars and forfeiture of pay and allowances to the
amount of thirty-three dollars and thirty-three cents.
11. Under date of July 2, 1923, Captain Everett Richard Prout was assigned
as a Captain in this Department and was accorded Federal Recognition July
19, 1923.
Respectfully submitted,
RALPH M. SMITH,
Lt. Col., J. A. G. D., Mass. N. G., State Judge Advocate.
REPORT OF THE STATE QUARTERMASTER.
Boston, Mass., December 15, 1923,
To the Adjutant General, Massachusetts.
I submit herewith my report as State Quartermaster of Massachusetts for
the fiscal year, 1923. Accompanying this report are certain tabulations which
are self-explanatory.
Post Quaetermaster Sergeants.
During the year the authorized personnel of the Quartermaster's Department
was increased by executive order by fifty Post Quartermaster Sergeants. As
a result of this change in the Organization forty-three Armorers were given
warrants with seniority based on length of service.
On "Wednesday, Oct. 24, 1923, an all day school for Post Quartermaster
Sergeants was held at the Commonwealth Armory. In addition to routine
matters the program contained the following:
Discussion of the use of soft coal and the proper handling of fires. Discus-
sion opened by Mr. Ford, Chief Engineer, Commonwealth Armory, followed by
Sergeant Keough of Wakefield.
Discussion of Armorers' responsibilities in the care of State' and Government
property. Discussion opened by Major Robert 0. Dalton.
Handling of bills with special reference to bUls for electric light, gas, and
telephone. Discussion opened by Colonel Chase, followed by Mr. Foster, Chief
Clerk, State Quartermaster's Office.
Address by The Adjutant General. Subject— "Relation of Armorers to
Custodians and other Commissioned Officers."
Repairs.
Total amount for repairs for the year as will be seen from the financial
report appended, was something over $56,000.00. This expenditure was for
minor repairs of which some were made to each armory and certain major
repairs, the more important of which are as follows
:
East Armory, quarters of 51st Inf. Brigade, Worcester Armory, to
strengthen balcony and re-arrange old artillery quarters for new units.
Springfield Armory, finishing of tower rooms for new units.
Chelsea Armory, repointing towers and repair of roof.
Waltham Armory, repointed.
Charlestown Armory, installation of store rooms for new units.
Everett Armory, new roof on drill shed.
Commonwealth Armory, painting, and repair of stables.
The condition of the roofs and the masonry in various armories is now such
that within a short time it will be necessary to expend considerable sums on
these buildings to put them in a proper state of repair.
The Armory Cpirmissipn is giving a good deal of thought to the type of roof
that shall be so built that a leak caused by expansion will either be prevented
or reduced to a minimum.
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On the new Quincy Armory drill hall roof asbestos shingles are being used.
These are working out well on the roofs of some of the larger buildings at the
State Arsenal, and it is hoped that they will prove equally serviceable in the
Quiney Armory.
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Until the re-organization of the National Guard is completed considerable
sums will be necessary for interior changes in armories properly to house the
new units. Every effort is being made by those in authority to utilize the
present structures to their maximum capacity. The present high cost of labor
and material makes the cost of changes high.
The cost of the various buildings not including those on Battery "B" Farm
and at the State Arsenal was over $4,385,000.00. This sum is considerably
below what it would cost to replace these buildings in the present market. It
will be noted that the amount expended on repairs during the year 1923 was
roughly about l'/4% of their book value. If the present scale of labor and
material costs persist for some years to come it wUl be necessary to expend a
larger amount for repairs than has been the practice in the past few years.
State Arsenal.
All the buildings of the central group, with the exception of the house, bam
and office building, have been given two coats of paint. The buildings are dl
now painted in the same color and with the exception of minor repairs which
will have to be made to certain roofs the coming Spring, the property is in first
class condition.
Nothing has been done to structures on the parade ground excepting very
minor repairs. These buildings are used for the storage of heavy equipment,
like escort wagons, trucks, water tanks, and ambulance chassis.
In the Spring the Department of Public Safety was requested to send an
inspector to the State Arsenal to suggest such changes as could be made to
reduce the fire hazard. This inspector made a very careful examination of the
property in company with the State Quartermasters and filed a detailed report
of his findings.
All recommendations of the inspector have been adopted, except two. A
small house has been built over the fire hydrant at the entrance to the grounds,
and there has been installed a hose reel with one thousand feet of hose. This
length of hose permits the reaching of any building in the central group with
water.
A new and modern fire box has been purchased and installed and the number
of stations of call of the watchman have been increased by three, so that he
visits every building on the property in his rounds.
In addition to the above mentioned agents for fire protection there is a
fifty-gallon chemical tank kept in the heated garage which is inspected at
proper intervals by the Chief of the Framingham Fire Department. Every
bit of rubbish and wooden boxes have been removed from and under the build-
ings, and the land adjacent to the buildings in the rear has been so treated that
danger from forest fire is reduced to a minimum.
Funds have been requested for the installation of a larger heating plant in
building ''A." At present the shipping floor and the basement are not heated,
and as a consequence the permanent force at the Arsenal is not able to make
any minor repairs to equipment during the winter that they oould make if
the work rooms were heated. In addition to the matter of repairs during the
winter season the receipt and issue of property is growing every year. To do
this work effectively a properly heated shipping room must be provided. Dur-
ing the year there has been a complete separation of State property from
U. S. property.
The amount of ammunition storage has been increased and the policy adopted
of storing at the Arsenal the major portion of both small arms and artillery
ammunition.
The Ordnance Department has collected and disposed of all old and unserv-
iceable ammunition.
The question of sale of the Arse^nal property comes up from time to time.
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It is true that 80% of the National Guard of Massachusetts is in or near Bos-
ton. Quartermaster stores in Boston would be more centrally located than is
the present plant at Framingham. The Framingham property has a sale value
equal to the cost of store houses sufficient to take care of the needs of this
Department, if located on the vacant land at the Commonwealth Armory. It
is believed that the sale value of the vacant land at Framingham, exclusive of
the few acres that should be made a part of the plant on which the- Arsenal
buildings rest, will be in the neighborhood of $200,000.00.
There is in storage the following State property which is available for im-
mediate use in time of an emergency.
Blankets 10,693
Tents, wall, 9x9 1,000
Rifles, Springfield Cal. 30 Model 1903 115
Rifles, Krag, Model 1898, Cal. 30 27
Rifles, 45/70 4,205
Rifles, 45/70, Ramrod Bayonet 307
Guns, Riot, 12 gauge, Winchester 350
Revolvers, Smith & Wesson, Cal. 38 10
Field Ranges No. 1 30
Field Ranges No. 2 4
Cooking Utensils, Sets 34
Gas Stoves 13
Bed Sacks 9,000
Cots, Gold Medal 175
New Units.
During the fiscal year of 1923, twenty new units were organized and estab-
lished in various armories. Eighteen of these units have been quartered in
armories of the first class.
Every effort has been made to quarter these units comfortably and adequately.
It has been a difficult problem due to the fact that no additional funds were
available. This condition will persist until all the troops allocated to Massa-
chusetts have been organized.
The situation calls for the utmost co-operation on the part of everyone con-
cerned.
Care of Property.
The immense amount of Federal property now in the hands of the various
accountable officers has increased not only their responsibility, but the re-
sponsibility of this Department in providing adequate and secure storage space.
This Department is investigating at tliis time tJie advisability of installing
metal shelving in store rooms. It is believed that not only will the ultimate
cost be no more than that for wooden shelving, but that the fire hazard will
be reduced, and as this type of shelving is more mobile, it will meet with the
approval of accountable officers.
It is believed that all surplus property now in the possession of the various
units should be transferred to the State Arsenal and held on the account of the
U. S. P. & D. 0. Such a transfer would reduce the responsibilitiy of unit
accountable officers, and at the same time provide greater protection from fire,
theft and deterioration than can be provided in the various armories.
The preservation of leather equipment is a constant problem. This Depart-
ment is making some experiments now with a leather preservative that appears
to be better than any heretofore put on the market. If the good results ob-
tained in the experiments already made are confirmed we shall be able to pro-
vide a leather preservative that is of long life, easy of application, and com-
paratively inexpensive. Experience has shown that there is not sufficient labor
available to permit soaping leather equipment once a month. It is believed
that this new substance if applied twice a year will meet the demands of the
situation.
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Camp Devens.
During the year the following units performed their annual tour of duty at
Camp Devens:
26th Division.
2d Separate Battalion.
The allocation of funds by the Militia Bureau was made so late that it was
necessary for certain repair work on the buildings at Camp Devens to be done
by this office. Something over $9,000.00 was put at the disposal of the State
Quartermaster and repairs were made on what is known as the Artillery Area,
and three (3) observation towers for Artillery observation were constructed.
The major portion of the funds was expended on the construction of mess tables
and the purchase and installation of toilet and bathing equipment.
At the end of the tour of duty of Massachusetts troops, all this material with
the exception of the artillerj^ observation towers was collected and is now in
storage at Camp Devens for use later. Camp Devens offers not only all the
major facilities necessary for the training of organizations up to and including
a division, but secures this training at less expense to the Government and to
the State.
The additional animals and wagons needed by the Artillery and the other
units of the Division were drawn from the regular units stationed at Devens.
The State Quartermaster wishes to take advantage of this opportunity to
express his appreciation of the splendid co-operation received not only from
G-eneral Barnuln and his officers, but also from the officers of the Corps Area
Headquarters. The results that were accomplished by this Department during
the summer at Camp Devens owe a great deal of whatever success was achieved
to Captain Roland T. Fenton, D. 0. L., U. S. A., who is assigned to this De-
partment as instructor.
The following brief financial statement of expenses other than pay rolls and
subsistence shows in concrete form the relative cost of the camps of 1922 and
1923, as far as they relate to the troops trained at Camp Devens in 1923, and
Camp Devens and elsewhere in 1922.
1922.
All expenses including forage for Field Artillery $42,296.45
1923.
All expenses including forage for Field Artillery $28,039.02
In 1923 the expense for pay and subsistence of the above-mentioned units
exceeded the expense for 1922 by something over $16,000.00 showing that train-
ing at Devens of more officers and men can be accomplished at less expense
than would be necessary if camps other than Devens are used.
The War Department has allocated an area sufficient to house a Division
for the use of the National Guard of New England. This area not only pro-
vides adequate housing facilities for summer training, but in addition furnishes
a concentration point in the ease of an emergency. In this area all the utilities
have been retained with the exception of the surplus boilers in the various
boiler houses. It appears from careful inspection of the buildings and the
utilities that with ordinary repairs made from year to year this area should
be available for at least ten years. In the opinion of some observers it should
be available for at least twenty years. It is intended to make use of the extra
buildings and utilities located in the area for the repair of that portion to
house a division.
If funds could be provided to paint the buildings, to be retained, their life
would be prolonged and the appearance of the camp much improved. It is
hoped that in the near future some co-operative arrangement may be made
among the New England States to secure this result.
Repair of Motor Vehicles.
It will be necessary to employ, in the near future, permanent motor mechanics
to keep in condition the vehicles of the Division Train (forty odd trucks) and
the trucks and" cars of the other units. If the organizations using motor
vehicles, both air and ground, are to be maintained at a proper standard of
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efficiency permanent repair shops with an adequate supply of repair parts will
have to be provided.
It should be remembered that the motor vehicles and the air planes of the
101st Observation Squadron, the 26th Division Train and the Ammunition
Trains of the Artillery are subjected to a great deal of wear and tear, during
the year.
It is believed that the major portion of this expense should be borne by the
Federal Government. The State, however, should do its fair share in order
to be assured of the availability of these units in time of emergency.
Airport.
During the year the plant known as the "Boston Airport" has begun to
function. In addition to the regular army activities the 101st Observation
Squadron is stationed there in two hangars. The Armory Coromission has recom-
mended the erection of a proper head house in order that the squadron may
be located entirely at the Air Port.
This Department through the co-operation of the Quartermaster's Depart-
ment of the Army has secured, free of charge, a heating plant sufficient to heat
not only the hangars, but the proposed head house. Included in this equipment
are four (4) sectional boilers. At the time of the writing of this report all
the radiation has been installed in the hangars and the boilers erected. There
remains only the erection of the stack and the completion of the water con-
nections to put this plant in operation. The total expense so far for this
project has been under $2,000.00.
Disbursing Officer,
For the fiscal year ending Nov. 30, 1923, Capt. H. B. Parker, Disbursing
Officer, paid out the following amounts
:
From State funds for allowances to the Massachusetts National
Guard $233,033 42
From Federal funds through the U. S. P. & D. 0. for Massachu-
setts :
Pay Rolls, Subsistence and camp expenses , . 302,271 46
Paid to the State Treasurer interest on bank balanced 323 82
For checks issued and not deposited for payment by holders of
the same 831 96
State Guard Company Funds 186 26
Balance Subsistence Account, Wakefield, Oct. 12, 1922 7 75
Claim of this Department against the U. S. for hire of horses at
Framingham, June 16, 1916 now before the Court of Claims at
Washington 23,706 00
No. of troops paid for camp duty 1923
:
Officers 543
Enlisted Men 7701
Camps.
26th Division (less 51st F. A. Brig. Hq. 102 Field Artillery, 101st Engrs. and
101st Obs. Squadron), Camp Devens July 7 to 21st incl. 1923.
51st F. A. Brig. Hq. (26 Division) July 14-28 incl. 1923, Camp Devens.
102d F. A. (26th Division) Camp Devens July 21-Aug. 4 incl. 1923.
101st Engrs. (26th Division) Hanover, Mass., July 7-16 and Camp Devens
July 17-21 incl. 1923.
101st Observation Squadron (26th Division) Mitchell Field, L. I. Aug. 15-30
incl. 1923.
211 Anti-Air Craft ArtiUery (1st Corps Cadet) Ft. Terry, L. I. Sound, July
7-21 incl. 1923.
110th Cavalry, Wakefield July 28-30, Quonsett Pt. R. I. July 31-Aug. 11,
2d Sep. Battalion Inf. Camp Devens July 21 to Aug. 4, 1923.
241st Coast Artillery Rgt., 101st Engineers (while at Hanover, Mass.) and
110th Cav. were under canvas. All other units were billeted in barracks.
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Expenditures, 1923, Chief Quartermaster's Department.
Salaries, Statutory Positions
:
Appropriation $6,800 00
Expended 6,800 00
Balance —
Personal Services, Salaries, Clerks and Employees:
Appropriation $14,800 00
Deficiency appropriation 83 87
$14,883 87
Expended 13,468 88
Balance $1,414 99
Quartermaster's Supplies
:
Appropriation $7,000 00
Transferred from 1922 appropriation ........ 74 55
$7,074 55
Expended 6,873 58
Balance $200 97
Expenditures
:
General supplies $3,740 79
Stationery 119 83
Postage 105 00
Repairs to property and uniforms 836 52
Heating 673 63
Lighting 125 15
Water rates 54 97
Telephone 250 96
Care of upkeep of horses 211 99
Replace lost property 707 86
Miscellaneous 46 88
Quartermaster's Incidentals
:
Appropriation $2,000 00
Expended 1,506 71
Balance $493 29
Militia Camp Ground:
Appropriation $2,000 00
Expended 1,885 62
Balance $114 38
Expert Assistance:
Appropriation $1,200 00
Expended 1,200 00
Balance —
Rent and Maintenance of Stables:
Appropriation $11,700 00
Transferred from 1922 appropriation 76 78
$11,776 78
Expended 11,043 86
Balance $732 92
Mechanics, Batteries of Field Artillery
:
Appropriation $13,600 00
Expended 12,470 94
Balance $1,129 06
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Geneeul.
During the current year the use of Anthracite Coal for the heating of Ar-
mories has been abandoned. This has resulted in the saving of many thousands
of dollars.
Income for the year is shown in detail in the following table
:
1. Rentals of Armories $13,287 50
2. Lease of State Camp Ground 2,250 00
3. Sale of hay, Battery "B" Farm 225 00
4. Sale of surplus property 2,739 19
5. Reimbursement—C. H. Tenney Co 220 69
HARRY G. CHASE,,
Lieut. Colonel, State Quartermaster, Mass,
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE UNITED STATES PROPERTY AND
DISBURSING OFFICER FOR MASSACHUSETTS
NATIONAL GUARD.
Boston, Mass.^ Dec. 15, 1923.
The annual report of The United States Property and Disbursing Ofl&cer
for Massachusetts, covering the activities of this office for, the fiscal year 1923
is respectfully submitted.
Appointment.
Upon retirement of Col. Charles F. Sargent, for reason of age limit, the
present United States Property and Disbursing Officer was appointed by Gov.
Channing H. Cox January 8th, and entered upon the duties of the office
January 10th. The appointment was approved by the Secretary of War Feb-
ruary 10th, 1923.
Office Peesonnel.
The personnel of the office consisted of five persons, employed by the Com-
monwealth, under The Adjutant General's Department. An allotment of
$5,900.00 was granted for the fiscal year 1923 : $5,430.00 for salaries and $470.00
for office expenses. On the salary account there is an unexpended balance of
$22.91, and on the office expenses $121.85.
Because of the rapidity in organizing and equipping National Guard units,
the reorganization necessary from time to time, the numerous transfers of
accountability from one officer to another, the tremendous amount of property
clerical assistance to meet the requirements, the property accounts were not
completely posted. It was obvious that the property records were in impera-
tive need of immediate attention and that it would require considerable work
to bring them to date. Three clerks were kept constantly at work posting, and
cheeking transfers of property. In previous annual reports. Col. Charles F.
Sargent recommended that additional assistants be allowed this office, and the
present Property and Disbursing Officer has requested more clerks. However,
owing to lack of appropriations, the personnel of the office was not increased.
Requisitions.
There have been three hundred and thirty-four requisitions forwarded dur-
ing the year. Numbered among these were the requisitions, prepared in this
office, for complete equipment for twenty new units, organized to establish four
full regiments of Infantry. Property on these requisitions was received in
approximately two thousand shipments.
Shipping Tickets,
Many of the Federal depots and arsenals, shipping property to units of
the Massachusetts National Guard, have neglected to forward copies of shipping
tickets to this office, and, in some instances, have printed instructions on tickets
sent to Unit Commanders to sign and return all copies direct. The result was
that, for a time, it was practically impossible to keep an accurate property
account. However, after corresponding with the various depots, satisfactory
arrangements were made, and the confusion and inaccuracy, caused by these
deviations from regulations, has been minimized.
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Regulations require that Unit Commanders shall, after receiving shipmenia
and cnecking same, sign shipping tickets and forward all copies, with the excep-
tion of one, to the United States Property and Disbursing Officer, who will
compare them with, and make the necessary notations on his ticket received
direct from the depot or arsenal. One copy is then sent to the Militia Bureau
and the others returned to the consignor. It has been very difficult to get
Commanding Officers to observe these rules, many returning shipping tickets
to depots. Also, many officers are very negligent in returning tickets promptly.
It is very essential that they be returned as soon as possible as the depots can-
not be reimbursed until the original signed shipping tickets are received by them.
Storage Charges
Storage charges involve a great deal of correspondence. When notice is
received, by unit Commanders, of property delivered at freight house, imme-
diate action should be taken to move it to the Armory, as the Federal Govern-
ment will not pay storage bills. Whenever, for any reason, charges for storage
do accrue, the bill must be paid out of Company funds.
Statements of Charges akd Reports of Survey.
Because Commanding Officers are not familiar with governing regulations,
Statements of Charges, and Reports of Survey are often received in this office
lacking the required information and number of copies, thus entailing much
unnecessary correspondence.
When approved Reports of Survey have been returned, directing that worn-
out property be turned in to the Property and Disbursing Officer for salvage,
bills of ladijag, covering shipments from Armory to State Arsenal at Framing-
ham, were forwarded and property was shipped by Unit Commanders. Ship-
ping tickets were prepared by the consignor and forwarded with shipments.
These were cheeked as soon as received and tickets were signed and returned
to be attached to Reports of Survey in Company files.
The failure of Commanding Officers to submit Reports of Surveys covering
disapproved Over, Short and Damaged reports makes necessary much detailed
correspondence with the Militia Bureau, as it is imperative that some definite
action be taken on shortages in shipments before the common carriers' bills
can be paid.
Value of Property.
It is estimated that about $1,000,000 worth of property has been received
during the past year, making the total value of Federal Military Property, now
in Massachusetts, approximately $6,000,000.
Federal Audit.
It is regretted that a United States Auditor cannot be detailed to this office
until aU unit accounts are audited, and the responsibility for all Federal prop-
erty is transferred from Col. Charles F. Sargent to the present representative
of the Federal Government. However, the demand for property' auditors is
so great that it has been impossible to have one for but a few weeks at a time.
The stock record account was audited to June 30th, 1923 and the retiring
Property and Disbursing Officer turned over all property at the Framingham
Arsenal to his successor as of that date. The property in possession of the
National Guard units, for which the Property and Disbursing Officer is account-
able, is being turned over as each unit's account is audited.
Ordnance Report.
The semi-annual report of principal ordnance supplies, required by the
Ordnance Department U. S. A. September 1st, was compiled by the State
Ordnance Officer for the Property and Disbursing Officer. This was delayed
by order of The Adjutant General, who directed that forms should not be
distributed until after summer encampments because of the immense amount
of work necessary to prepare for camp. Unit reports were consolidated and
forwarded to the Ordnance Officer, First Corps Area, November 16th.
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Transfers of Property.
Many transfers of property accountability from accountable officers to their
successors were so incomplete, owing to ignorance of existing regulations, lack
of co-operation between the two officers involved, and certain peculiarities in
individual cases, much more time than should ordinarily be given to a transfer
was spent on them. However, there are now available forms, with a complete
list of practically all property in the possession of National Guard units, which
are being used to great advantage, facilitating greatly in obtaining complete
and accurate transfers, and saving much time in checking to property loan
records in this office.
There are now forty-five transfers of property pending in this office. Twenty-
three of these have been checked and a list of discrepancies forwarded, to
present Commanding Officers and their predecessors, with a request that sup-
plementary transfers, or reports of survey be submitted to cover shortages.
The accountable officers have been so very careless in complying with these
requests that it has been necessary to ask The Adjutant General to take action.
It is believed that there are several more transfers pending throughout the
National Guard, but no notice or lists of property transferred, as required by
National Guard Regulations, have been received. With the additional tem-
porary help recently detailed to this office, within a month it is expected that
all transfers in these files will be checked and notice sent to officers concerned.
Many times transfers of property within an organization, by order of Regi-
mental Commanders, occurs and no shipping tickets are sent to this office. The
result is that when an accountable officer transfers property to his successor,
the lists received from him do not cheek accurately with accounts here, and
there is much confusion and time lost in adjusting the records.
Finance.
Since February 10th on "Requests for Funds," made out in this office and
signed by The Governor, there has been placed to the credit of the United
States Property and Disbursing Officer of Massachusetts, at the Treasury De-
partment in Washington, $479,191.30. From this amount, during the ten
months, one thousand two hundred eighty-six vouchers were paid, involving one
thousand six hundred ninety-seven checks. At the close of each month, the
vouchers paid during the current month, were prepared and forwarded to
Washington, together with an "Abstract of Disbursements," "List of Checks,"
"Account Current," and "Statement of Funds Expended." There is, at present,
a balance on the books of $72,614.33 with a "Request for Funds" pending
amounting to $29,403.80.
Four "Difference Sheets" of suspended vouchers paid in February, March,
April, and May have been received. The necessary data and refundments,
necessary to raise the suspensions on three of these sheets, have been forwarded
to the General Accounting Office, and clearance on the fourth sheet is now
pending.
The United States Finance Auditor is expected to check up the money ac-
counts in this office sometime in December, but no specific date for this audit
has been designated.
Repair op Shoes.
Requests for authority to repair approximately three thousand pairs of
shoes, in possession of the Massachusetts National Guard units, at a cost not
to exceed $1.50 per pair, were forwarded to Washington. Authority was
granted to have the repairs made in local shops nnd bills submitted, on public
voucher to the United States Property and Disbursing Officer, who paid them.
School op Instruction — 101st Engineers.
The 101st Regiment of Engineers was authorized to hold a four-day School
of Instruction, June 16th-19th at Wakefield. The total cost of this school was
$1,632.20.
Annual Camps— 1923.
The summer encampments for the National Guard units started with the 26th
Division going to Camp Devens July 7th. Two hundred thirty-nine Trans-
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portation Requests were issued to transport men to and from camps, and
fifty-two bills of lading were necessary to ship property incidental to a two
weeks' tour of duty. The total expenditures for camp to date amounts to
$302,228.75, divided" as follows
:
The distribution, by camps, follows
:
^^^^ ^^^ ^^
Prii*'i ^p • i ,ooD >&o
Gas, Oil "and 'Fuel
'.'.'.'.'.'.' 8,565 71
Straw, Electric Light and Water qoas o-
Repairs to camps V'aoK ^o
Incidental Expenses including Telephone i,ydD r»
26th Division, Camp Devens, Mass.
Pay . $173,567 76
Subsistence
'^I'oio k^Drayage I'Hi loForage fa,115 23
Gas, Oil and Fuel J.664 09
Straw, Electric Light and Water 1,683 43
Repairs to Camps 8,927 85
Incidental Expenses including Telephone 1,259 29
Total $248,096 15
211th Artillery, Fort Terry, N. Y.
Pay $5 698 51
Subsistence 1,571 50
Drayage 674 75
Gas, Oil and Fuel 52 24
Straw, Electric Light and Water 102 02
Incidental Expenses including Telephone 20 56
Total $8,119 58
110th Cavalry, Quonsett Point, R. I.
Pay $8,947 83
Subsistence 3 465 00
Drayage 732 60
Forage 1,221 00
Gas, Oil and Fuel 244 49
Straw, Electric Light and Water 31 06
Repairs to Camp 320' 40
Incidental Expenses including Telephone 343 54
Total $14,305 92
lOlst Observation Squadron, Mitchell Field, L. I.
Pay $3,172 15
Subsistence 616 50
Gas, OU and Fuel 347 74
Incidental Expenses including Telephone
. 302 01
Total $4,438 40
241st Artillery, C. A. C, Ft. H. G. Wright, N. Y.
Pay
.• ; $20,903 13
Subsistence n 771 nn
Drayage
". !
!
". ! ! ! ! ! ! !
.*
! '
"
126 00Gas, Oil and Fuel 257 1^
Straw, Electric Light and Water 200 ^4
Incidental Expenses including Telephone '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 10 38
Xotal $27 268 70
In connection with camp, invaluable assistance was rendered this ofBce by
Capt. H. B. Parker, State Disbursing Officer, and his assistants.
Bills of Lading and Transportation Requests.
The number of bills of lading issued from this office during the year was
eighty-one. Seventy numbered Government bills of lading were used by the
Superintendent of the State Arsenal to ship federal property from the Arsenal
to units of the National Guard throughout the State. The Property and Dis-
bursing Officer is responsible for these also, therefore, the total number issued
was one hundred fifty-one.
Two hundred ninety-nine Transportation Requests were given out during- the
current period.
On the first day of each month, a report of bills of lading and transportation
requests on hand, issued, and transferred was forwarded to the Quartermaster
Supply Officer, Washington General Intermediate Depot as required
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School of Instruction for U. S. Property and Disbursing Officers.
A school of instruction for United States Property and Disbursing Oflacers
was held at Washington, D. C, November 15th to 24th. On suggestion of the
Property and Disbursing Officer, and approval of The Adjutant General, a
circular was sent to all units requesting that any suggestions or reasonable
complaints, which any of the members would like discussed, should be sent here.
A number of letters were received, containing excellent data, which the Prop-
erty and Disbursing Officer consolidated and presented before the various com-
mittees for consideration.
Committees were appointed to discuss in detail and submit reports on the
following subjects:
1. Care and preservation of Federal property.
2. Issue of Federal Property.
3. Requisitions for National Guard Equipment and Supply.
4. Method of accounting for Federal property issued to the National Guard.
5. Surveys of Federal property issued to the National Guard.
6. Pay of National Guardsmen and travel expenses of Regular Army per-
sonnel on duty with National Guard.
7. Methods of making and submitting estimates for training camps, lease,
construction and repair of target ranges, preparation of camp sites and
other like purposes.
8. Requirements of the Natianal Guard as to camp sites, target ranges, and
utilities on same.
9. Methods of handling National Guard Affairs at Corps Area Headquar-
ters.
10. Miscellaneous.
(a) Recommendations for reduction of paper work.
(b) Recommendations for improvements in methods of inspection and
grading of N. G. units.
(c) Suggestions for a more economical, satisfactory and less compli-
cated administration of N, G. affairs.
(d) Changes of Legislation deemed advisable concerning supply and
finance of the National Guard.
On the last three days of the school, the reports of the various committees
were submitted for general consideration, suggestion and criticism. With the
resulting information and ideas the reports were re-drafted and submitted to
the Chief, Militia Bureau. All recommendations will be taken under advise-
ment and, wherever it is possible, put into effect. A complete report of the
conference is being prepared by the Militia Bureau and will be forwarded to
all states within a short time.
The conference gave to the Property and Disbursing Officer, an invaluable
insight of the workings and methods used by the Militia Bureau, supply depots,
Finance and General Accounting Offices.
Recommendations.
That additional clerical assistants be assigned to this department so that
accounts can be posted to date and this office enabled to give more assistance
to officers held accountable for Federal property.
That a person preferably a bonded officer, and if possible the Superintendent
of the State Arsenal, Framingham, be detailed to act as agent for the Property
and Disbursing Officer at the Arsenal, where all Federal property, not actually
in the hands of the National Guard and for which the Property and Disbursing
Officer is both responsible and accountable, is stored. This person will receipt
for and make shipments to the National Guard units, preparing and completing
the necessary shipping orders in accordance with regulations. The Superin-
tendent of the Arsenal, who is in direct contact at all times, xwith the property
there, could thus be held accountable to the Property and Disbursing Officer.
That a physical inventory be made each year of Federal property in the
hands of each National Guard unit from a list prepared from the property
records of the company in the office.
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That no property issued to a unit and included in "Tables of equipment" for
that unit, be transferred without specific authority from the Property and Dis-
bursing Officer. When it is necessary that a temporary transfer of property
be made, a memorandum receipt can be used, the officer transferring the prop-
erty still being held accountable.
That upon transfer, promotion or resignation of an accountable ofl&eer, a
transfer of property, as required by National Guard Regulations be submitted
within thirty days to this office to be checked, so that discrepancies, if any exist,
can be cleared up immediately.
FRANK J. KILLILEA,
Lt. Col. QMC, Mass. N. G., U. S. Property and Disbursing Officer, Mass.
REPORT OF THE STATE INSPECTOR.
November 23, 1923.
To The Adjutant General, Massachusetts.
1. The following report of the Inspector General's Department is hereby
submitted for the year ending November 30, 1923.
2. The Department was taken over by me on May 2nd from my prede-
cessor, Brigadier General A. F. Foote, who has at all times been of great
assistance with his friendly advice and counsel, and it has been my endeavor
to follow along the lines he had laid out.
3. The following-named officers were detailed as assistants to the State
Inspector for the armory inspections:
Colonel John W. Hyatt,
Lt. Col. Albert C. Gray,
Lt. Col. Alanson L. Daniels,
Lt. Col. Daniel Needham,
Lt. Col. Harry G. Chase,
Major George S, Penney,
Major James G. Rivers,
Major Oscar A. Dudley,
Major George W. Krapf,
Captain Thomas Livingston,
all of whom performed their duties in a most careful and painstaking manner
to the great satisfaction of this Department. Lt. Col. Gray, Major Penney and
Captain Cliffe were of especial assistance because of their long experience in
these matters.
4. The Armory State Inspections were held in conjunction with the Federal
Inspections in compliance with War Department (M. B.) Orders and National
Guard Regulations. The inspection period covering the dates approximately
from January 15th to March 15th. Coming as these inspections did in the
most severe part of a severe winter the results obtained were remarkable. It
is gratifying to know that the 1924 Armory Inspections will come during the
months of March and April and much better results are to be expected.
5. The entire property of the various units for which the unit commanders
were responsible was itemized, listed and recorded on blanks furnished by this
office and presented to the inspecting officers, on being checked was found to
* be correct in most cases, but it has been found during the year that officers
do not always realize their responsibilities in the care of property and a careful
cheek being conducted by an officer, Lieutenant DiRago, Q. M. C, at the present
time has already revealed a condition concerning the care of property which
must be remedied at once. While ordnance property has been eared for and
prepared for inspection, it is found that in some cases that proper care is not
being exercised during the balance of the year.
6. Quartermaster property shows wear, and in some cases, neglect. Shoes,
however, are being repaired and kept in shape as long as possible. In many
instances, however, a great improvement is to be expected.
7. Fund books were carefully audited from statements given by the Adju-
tant General's Office to the Inspectors, which stated the amount of cash which
should be accounted for and this facilitated the audit of the council book. Dur-
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ing the suminer tours of duty all council books were audited by Mr. Jacobs of
The Adjutant Greneral's Office, which was of great help to the Inspector, inas-
much as lack of time would prevent such an audit without this help.
8. Armories are becoming crowded, due to the placing of many units in
quarters provided for a few, nevertheless, in most eases the property is prop-
erly safeguarded, and officers in charge are showing ingenuity in meeting the
situation.
9. Complete reports of the armory inspections, in detail, are on file in the
office of The Adjutant General, as well as the reports of the tours of duty
during the summer.
10. The clothing of the individual soldier was found to be adequate in
most cases, although it was found that some did not have the complete issue
of shirts, shoes and cottons. This should not be allowed to happen, and while
some units carried no extra changes, leaving the extras in the armories, others
reported that but one complete set was on hand. In the most cases, however,
the men were properly provided. For a two weeks' tour of duty, every man
should have an extra shirt, shoes and cotton breeches, as well as underwear
and socks.
11. The State Inspector covered all organizations of the National Guard,
with the exception of the 110th Cavalry, which was inspected by Ljt. Col.
Penney, although the State Inspector visited their camp one day at Quonsett
Point, Rhode Island, and the 2nd Battalion, 211th Arty. A-AA, (CAC), which
was inspected by Captain Brocklehurst of the Coast Artillery Corps. In all
organizations the attendance, morale, zeal and interest in training was very
gratifying.
12. As Survey Officer for the United States and the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, the State Inspector has passed on a large number of surveys
of property, lost or destroyed, or worn out through fair wear and tear. Re-
sponsible officers must realize that the Militia Bureau is extremely cold blooded
regarding lost property, and insists on all facts being covered before any short-
age will be allowed. Surveys dated six months or over after a loss of property
occurs, have small chance of being approved by the Militia Bureau. Officers
in command of units to whom property is charged, must realize their re-
sponsibility and by careful arrangement and frequent checks keep themselves
informed as to the conditions and amount on hand.
13. The relations between this department and the Inspector of the First
Corps Area have been very pleasant. The officers assigned here as Instructors
are of the type we need, and the interest shown by all at all times is very grati-
fying and worthy of commendation. They have made themselves a part of
the Guard and at all times are willing to do their utmost to be of help.
14. In closing this report, the State Inspector desires to express his appre-
ciation for the support rendered him by The Adjutant General of Massachu-
setts, the Commanding General, 26th Division, the Chief of Staff of the 26th
Division and the State Staff Officers, as well as the officers assigned as assistants.
These officers were of great service, and without their help it would have been
impossible to have carried on the work of this Department.
H. D. COMBRAIS,
Lt. Col, I. G. D., Mass. N. G., State Inspector, Mass.
REPORT OF THE STATE ORDNANCE OFFICER.
Boston, Dec. 31, 1923.
To The Adjutant General.
In the absence of Lt. Col. Thomas F. Brown, the respon^ability of aiis
Department has fallen on the undersigned.
Personnel.
Lt. Colonel Brown was on leave from the first of the year until November 5,
on which date he was transferred to the National Guard Reserve by S. 191,
par. 4, A. G. 0. Mass. 1923. The loss of this highly-efficient officer is sincerely
regretted by every one of his many friends in the Massachusetts National Guard,
and particularly by his associates of this Department.
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Capt. James F. Laughlin, who has been on leave throughout the year, was,
on July 3, transferred to the National Guard Reserve by S. O. 120, par. s.
A. G. 0. Mass. 1923. The loss of this excellent shot is greatly to be regretted.
Former 1st Lt. Nathaniel C. Nash, Jr., was promoted to Captain on July 6,
1923, and ordered to duty with the Ordnance Department by S. 0. 123, par. 1,
A. G. 0., Mass., 1923. This department is extremely fortunate in securing so
efficient an officer. Captain Nash is exceptionally qualified in every detail, and
I desire to express my appreciation of his valuable assistance, and great sacri-
fice of time devoted to the work of this department.
The vacancy created by the promotion of Captain Nash has been filled by
the appointment of 1st Lt. Rudolph J. Thanisch, who was commissioned on
December 11, 1923, and assigned to duty with the Ordnance Department by
S. 0. 226, A. G. 0., Mass., December 22, 1923.
It is to be noted that there have been available throughout the greater part
of the year only 2 commissioned officers to carry on the ever-increasing duties
of the Ordnance Department.
Lt. Col. George W. Langdon, Mass. N. G. (retired) has demonstrated his
ability to handle most ably the many detailed matters which are constantly
becoming a very important branch of the duties of this office. He deserves the
highest praise for his faithful and efficient work.
Technical Sergeant, George E. Gustafson, Hq. Co. 26th Division rendered
valuable and efficient service to the Acting Division Ordnance Officer during
the annual tour of duty of the Division.
The enlisted personnel of the Ordnance Detachment authorized by G. 0. No. 7,
par. 2, A. G. 0., Mass., May 31, 1922 has been discharged or transferred and
Federal recognition has been withdrawn from the enlisted detachment by G. 0.
No. 10, par. 5, A. G. 0., Mass., 1923.
The organization of the Ordnance Maintenance Co. called for*by G. 0. No. 4,
A. G. 0., Mass., 1923, has been suspended on account of the lack of armory
accommodations.
During the past year, the officers of this Department have been untiring in
their efforts to promote small arms practice. Every opportunity has been
seized to increase the skill, the knowledge, or the interest of those whose duties
require or whose inclinations urge them to improve their marksmanship. This
office has never hesitated to go out of its way in assisting the officers and men
of the Massachusetts National Guard to the fullest extent possible consistent
with maintaining the efficiency of the Department.
Indoor Practice.
The Springfield rifle Model 1922 chambered for the .22 Long Rifle Cartridge,
has now been adopted by the Army for gallery practice, and will be an item
of issue when sufficient appropriations are available. On account of the
superior accuracy of this weapon and its ammunition shooting experts through-
out the nation are urging with renewed energy the increased use of the small
bore not only for the rudiinentary training of recruits, but also for the devel-
opment of high grade marksmen. This is of particular importance to the
National Guard because the schedule of weekly drills facilitates indoor shooting,
whereas the intensive training of the annual tour of camp duty usually per-
mits each man to fire only the record course with the Service Rifle, thus allow-
ing no opportunity for personal instruction which is an absolute necessity in
the period of instruction. It is therefore recommended that every company
commander who anticipates the slightest difficulty in providing ample instruc-
tion practice outdoors prior to the annual tour of duty, should make sure that
every member of his command receives thorough training with the small bore
in the armory during the winter.
With this end in view, this Department continues to urge the fullest possible
extension of indoor shooting.
Indoor Rifle Competition.
In accordance with G. 0. No. 12, par. 14, A. G. 0., Mass., 1922, a com-
petition consisting of 3 stages was held between Jan. 15 and Feb. 28, 1923. The
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teams consisted of 8 men from each company or troop, each competitor firinsc
at each stage of the match, 20 consecutive shots (10 standing and 10 prone) at
25 yards ; the 5 best scores to count for the team total. The interest shown was
discouraging. Out of 96 eligible units, 46 units or about 50% entered teams
for this competition and 31 units or about 33% completed the match. As this
was an ordered tour of duty and in view of the importance of training of this
nature, I take this opportunity to call to your attention this failure to comply
with orders.
The results of this match were as follows:
Five Highest Teams.
A silver cup to each,
321st Co., C. D. C 1460
C Co. 101st Inf 1447
K Co. 101st Inf 1444
A Co. 104th Inf 1435
F Co. 101st Engrs 1401
Five Highest Individuals.
A silver cup to each.
Martens, .7., 2d Lt., 321st. C. D. C 29S
Lannon. M. T.. 2(1 Lt. C, 101st Inf 294
Muse. E. .1., Pvt. 321st. C. D. C 293
Tisdell, W. A.. 1st Lt. A, 104th Inf 291
Bowditch, S. C, Pvt. 321st, C. D. C 290
High Begimental Teams.
A silver cup to each.
lOlst Inf., Co. C 1447
104th Inf., Co. A 143.5
181st Inf.. Co. 1 1392
C. D. C. 321st Co 1460
101st Engrs., Co., F 1401
110 Cav., A. TrooT) 1301
26th Div. Train. Hq. Det 1252
211th M. G. Bn., F Btry / 1335
2nd Sep. Bn., A Co 1257
Although this office annually requires that units shoot for indoor qualification,
no badge or other insignia is issued to denote proficiency. It is believed that
greater impetus would be given to this important phase of the training if the
State should adopt a suitable design and issue badges to those who qualify
indoors as experts, sharpshooters or marksmen.
Camp of Rifle Instruction".
For the first time, this office succeeded in securing a Federal appropriation
to hold a camp of rifle instruction open to all the units of the Massachusetts
National Guard. Such a camp was held at Wakefield for 10 days commencing
August 1, 1923. About 45 officers and men attended the camp and received
instruction sufficient to qualify them as rifle instructors in their respective units.
State Rifle Team.
On August 10, 1923, the Acting State Ordnance Officer selected from the
members of the Camp of Rifle Instruction those men who would make up the
Provisional Squad from which the State Rifle Team should be selected. These
men remained in camp at Wakefield, on State pay, for further practice and
were gradually reduced to the number of fourteen who represented the State
at the National Matches at Camp Perry, Ohio.
On August 28, 1923 the following-named officers and men were desginated
as the Massachusetts National Guard Rifle Team by S. 0. No. 150, par. 1,
A. G. 0., Mass., 1923.
Team Captain.
Major C. David Berg, 182d Inf., Mass. N. G.
Maiden, Mass.
Team Coach.
Capt. Edward FitzGerald, Co. F, 101st Inf., Mass. N. G.
Cambridge, Mass.
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Principals.
2nd Lt. James A. Tourtlott, Co. D, 182d Inf., Mass. K G.
Lowell, Mass.
1st Sgt. John C. Spraker, Co. L, 182d Inf., Mass. N. G.
Sgt. Robert W. Castle, Co. F, 101st Inf., Mass. N. G.
Boston, Mass.
Sgt. Herbert P. Whittemore, Co. I, 101st Inf., Mass. N. G.
Sgt. Alton B. CoUer, Co. L, 104th Inf., Mass. N. G.
Sgt. Howard P. CoUer, Co. L, io4th Inf., Mass. N. G.
Greenfield, Mass.
Sgt. William C. Brattin, Co. E, 101st Inf., Mass. N. G.
Roxbury, Mass.
Pvt. Frederick P. Hume, Co. L, 182d Inf., Mass. N. G.
IMalden M^ass.
Pvt. John T. Dingle, Co. L,'l82d Inf., Mass. N. G.
Wakefield, Mass.
Pvt. Edward D. Muse, Co. E, 182d Inf., Mass. N. G.
Wakefield, Mass.
Alternates.
Sgt. Dana P. Randall, Co. L, 104th Inf., Mass. N. G.
Greenfield, Mass.
Corp. Stanley Youngquist, Co. F, 182 Inf., Mass. N. G.
Waverly, Mass.
In addition, the following ofiicers were detailed on August 28, 1923, by S. 0.
150, par. 2, A. G. 0., Mass., 1923 for duty with the team.
Executive Officer.
Maj. C. C. Stancbfield, Ord. Dept.
Team Quartermaster.
Capt. W. L. Darling, 1st C. D. C.
Team Surgeon.
Capt. William E. Buck, M. C.
The experiment of 1922 in operating at Camp Perry a private mess for the
team, was so successful that a similar mess was provided this year. This was
an important factor in keeping up the physical condition of the men. Much
credit is due to Cook James Collins, for his untiring efforts and for the excel-
lence of the mess.
National Matches.
In the National Rifle Team Match, open to teams of 10 men each from all
branches of the service. National Guard and Civilian organizations, and in
which 65 teams were entered, the Massachusetts National Guard Team finished
in tenth place, thus winning a position in the ''Class A" group. In this match
the Hilton trophy is awarded to the highest National Guard Team. In com-
petition for this trophy Massachusetts finished fourth, out of 43 National Guard
Teams, the 4 highest scores being as follows
:
Oregon National Guard 2714
D. of C. National Guard 2698
N. Y. National Guard 2694
Mass. National Guard • 2684
The excellent showing of the Massachusetts team in this match was the subject
of a letter of special commendation by the Militia Bureau, which was quoted
in full in your letter dated October 19, 1923, and sent to all members of the
team.
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The individual scores were as follows;
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team-work, so difficult to achieve but so necessary to success. The hearty thanks
of the Commonwealth are due to this able and efficient officer.
I take pleasure in commending most highly the untiring efforts and the
exceptional efficiency displayed by Capt. Darling as Team Quartermaster and
by Captain Buck as Team Surgeon. Their work contributed immeasurably to
the health of the personnel and to the morale of the team.
Lack of funds prevented the State Rifle Team from participating in the
Matches held at Sea Girt, New Jersey, during the first part of September, but
the team did compete in the United Services of New England Matches held at
Wakefield, August 20 to 26, and made a very creditable showing, considering
the short period in which they had been in training.
Owing to lack of funds, no attempt was made to organize a National Guard
Pistol Team nor a Civilian Rifle Team.
State Rifle Team Insignia.
I have always believed that the members of the State Rifle Team should be
entitled to display some insignia of their prowess. The State Rifle Team medal
is entirely too cumbersome to be conveniently worn except on occasions when
the full dress uniform would be appropriate. Therefore, an embroidered in-
signia was designed to be worn on the left sleeve of the Service coat, and its
use was approved on November 30, 1923, by G. 0. No. 14, pars. 1-3 A. G. 0.
Mass. 1923.
State Competition.
The State Rifle Competition, as ordered bv G. 0. No. 12, par. 11 A. G. 0.
Mass. 1923, was held at the Wakefield Range on October 22, 1923.
The officers of this competition appointed by S. 0. 175 A. G. 0. Mass. 1923,
dated October 9, 1923, were:
Executive Officer, Maj. C. C. Stanehfield, Ord. Dept.
Chief Range Officer, Capt. Nathaniel C. Nash, Jr., Ord. Dept.
Quartermaster, Capt. Charles I. Boynton, Q. M. C.
Surgeon, Capt. William E. Buck, M. C.
Statistical Officer, Lt. Col. George W. Langdon, Mass. N. G. (retired).
Paymaster, Capt. Horace B. Parker, Mass. N. G. (retired).
Asst. Statistical Officer, Master Sgt. Edward P. Doyle, 26th Div. Hq.
Each team consisted of 10 men, and each man fired 10 shots at 200 yards stand-
ing, 10 shots at 300 yards prone and 10 shots at 600 yards prone (2 sighting
shots were fired at each range). The scores follow:
Team.
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The State Distinguished Marksman's Medal, which is awarded to the ten (10)
men making the highest scores and who have not previously been awarded the
decoration was awarded to the following:
1st—Sgt. William C. Brattin, Co. E, 101st Inf 137
2nd—Sgt. Dana P. Randall, Co. L, 104th Inf. . . ; 137
3rd—1st Lt. James P. Powers, Hq. Co., 3rd Bn., 181st Inf 137
4tli—Capt. Wallace L. Darling. Hq. 241st Art. (C. A. C.) 136
5th—Pvt. Phillip P. Pasqualino, Co. E, 182nd Inf 135
6th—Sgt. Edwin K. Grant, Hq. Co., 1st Bn., 101st Inf 135
7th—Sgt. Robert W. Castle, Co. F, 101st Inf 134
8th—Corp. Francis I. Bowen, Co. I, 101st Inf 134
9th—Pvt. John T. Dingle, Co. L, 182nd Inf 134
10th—Sgt. Clarence Landry, Co. F, lS2nd Inf 134
Owing to the fact that many working details reported late at the range, and
that many targets broke down through being out of repair, the 600 yard stage
of the match was barely completed before dark. It is, therefore, recommended
that future State Rifle Competitions be held earlier in the season and not later
than the first few days in October.
Organization Ordnance Officers.
To bring the various commands into closer contact with this office, to facili-
tate the dissemination of information relative to ordnance material and to
secure more prompt reports relative to its condition and use, the designation
of an officer in each regiment was on March 31, 1923 ordered by Gr. 0. 5 11, A.
G. 0. Mass. 1923.
These officers, known as Organization Ordnance officers, were given instruc-
tion in the methods prescribed by this office for the supply, care, use and dis-
posal of ordnance material. The results have been gratifying. This was
particularly noticeable during the tour of duty of the division at Camp Devens,
where much time and effort was saved not only in securing contact when neces-
sary with the various units, but also in ensuring the carrying out of the orders
of the Division Ordnance officer.
Civilian Rifle Clubs.
During the current year, a number of applications have been received from
civilian shooting clubs for affiliation with the National Rifle Association. These
were referred to this Department, and after a personal investigation in each
case the following were approved:
Reading Rifle and Revolver Club, Reading.
John Hancock Rifle Club, Boston.
Charlemont Rifle Club, Charlemont.
New Bedford American Legion Rifle Club, New Bedford.
Woodend Rifle Club, Lynn.
Brockton Post 35, A. L. Rifle Club, Brockton.
Swampscott Rifle Club, Swampscott.
Williams Rifle Club, Williamstown.
Winthrop Rifle Club, Winthrop.
Outdoor Ranges.
The ever-increasing need for a State-owned or controlled Rifle Range within
a suitable distance from Boston has been emphasized this year. By S. 0.
No. 211, par. 1, A. G-. 0., Mass., under date of Dec. 4, 1923, 3 officers, viz.
:
Col. John F. Osborn, 101st Eng., Col. Albert C. Gray, 182nd Inf. and Major
Charles C. Stanchfield, Ord. Dept., were constituted a board to investigate and
report on this matter. Report of their most exhaustive and painstaking exam-
ination was submitted to you on December 15, 1923.
The civil authorities of Adams, Clinton, Framingham, Hudson and Lawrence,
have received the active assistance of this Department in selecting suitable sites
for rifle ranges. In each case, the proposed site was personally inspected by
an officer of this Department. Plans and specifications, of butt construction
have been furnished to the C. 0. of Battery A—102d P. A. of Gloucester, to
the C. 0. of Co. I—181st Inf. of Milford, and to the town officials of Hudson.
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Field Training.
The Acting State Ordnance officer and Capt. Nathaniel C. Nash, Jr., to-
gether attended camp with the 26th Division, and separately with the 101st
Engineers at Hanover, with the 110th Cavalry at Wakefield, with the 102d
F. A. and with the 2d Sep. Bn. Inf. at Camp Devens. They also attended the
Camp of Rifle Instruction and the period of training of the State Rifle Team,
both at Wakefield. Their work included supervising the supply of small arms
and artillery ammunition for the Division, and the supervising of all rifle and
pistol firing held during said tours of duty. It is believed that this close con-
tact with the combatant arms of the service has led each branch to a better
understanding of the methods and problems of the others, and has developed
a closer co-operation which will promote the efficiency of the Massachusetts
National Guard to a considerable degree.
Annual Meeting of Army Ordnance Association.
Capt. Nathaniel C. Nash, Jr., of this Department, was detailed to attend
the Annual Meeting of the Army Ordnance Association held at the Aberdeen
Proving Grounds, Md., on October 26. Capt. Nash rendered a detailed report
of the latest developments in Ordnance and same was forwarded to you under
date of Oct. 27, 1923.
Report on Principal Ordnance Supplies.
G. 0. No. 9 A. G. 0. Mass. 1922 requires that every unit commander submit
every 6 months a "Report of Serial Numbers of Firearms." Approximately
360 of these reports are therefore rendered each year. They contain the serial
number of every rifle, gallery rifle, machine rifle, pistol, revolver and shotgun
in the hands of the Massachusetts National Guard, a total of about 14,000
weapons. Twice each year every number must be checked with, and entered
on the card index maintained in this office. This requires 28,000 entries.
Hardly a single report is correct at first. Every discrepancy requires corre-
spondence with the unit commander. This work requires the constant attention
and the entire time of a clerk. It clearly comes under the jurisdiction of the
U. S. P. & D. officer. To relieve the burden on his office, the Ordnance Dept.
is glad to assist by supervising the efforts of the clerk now handling the mat-
ter, but it must be definitely understood that no responsibility is assumed. The
regular work of this office must take precedence.
Inspection of Small Arms Ammunition.
In connection with the salvage of deteriorating rifle and pistol ammunition,
it was necessary to make a personal investigation of all small arms ammunition
in the hands of the Massachusetts National Guard. This work in itself required
my personal and constant efforts for six months and included a visit to every
armory in the State. It was discovered that many units were greatly over-
supplied, and some were under-supplied. To equalize this condition, an in-
ventory of all such ammunition was taken and entered on cards in this office,
G. 0. 14 A. G. 0. Mass. 1922, issued on Dec. 31, 1922, requires the authority
of this office for every future issue. In this way over-issue is eliminated, and
under-supply is remedied. It is to be noted, however, that an additional bur-
den is placed upon the personnel of this office.
This office has enjoyed most cordial relations with all departments of the
office of the Adjutant General, with the Headquarters, 26th Division, with the
Headquarters 1st Corps Area and the Militia Bureau,, United States Army.
Efficient co-operation of this kind is not only most gratifying, but makes pos-
sible that high efficiency of this office which is the goal of every officer of the
Ordnance Dept.
CHARLES C. STANCHFIELD,
Major, Ord. Dept. Mass. N. G., Acting State Ordnance Officer.
Register and Roster
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Adams
Attleboro
Boston
STATIONS
P.D. 7
Armory
Greenfield
HaverbUl
Hingham
Holyoke
Hudson
Lawrence
Iiowell
Lynn
Maiden
Marlborough
Medford
Metbuen
Melrose
Milford
Natick
New Bedford
Newton
North Adams
Northampton
Norwood
Orange
Pittsfleld
Plymouth
Quincy
Salera
SomerviUe
Springfield
Stoneham
Taunton
Wakefield
Waltham
Westfleld
Woburn
Worcester
Street
Hope St.
Kenoza Ave.
Central St.
Sargent St.
Washington St.
Amesbury St.
Westford St.
38 So. Common St.
Mountain Ave.
Lincoln St.
High St.
Lowell Rd.
City Hall, Main St.
Pearl St.
E. Central St.
Sycamore St.
Washington St.
G. A. R. Hall
King and North Sts.
Washington St.
E. Main St.
Summer St.
76 Court St.
Furnace Brook Fway
Essex St.
Highland Ave.
Howard St.
294 Main St.
Pleasant St.
Main St.
Main St.
E. Silver St.
Main and Myrtle Sts.
Armory Sq.
Lincoln Sq.
91
Telephone Troops
0515 L, 104th Inf.
0950 Hq. & Hq. co., iBt
Bn. & A CO., 182d
Inf.
0200 K, lOlst Inf.
0398 Hq. and Hq. co., 2d
bn., E and F cos.,
104th Inf.
0019 F, 181st Inf.
0167 Hq. and C btrs.,
102d P. A. ; B.
182d Inf. ; Wagon
Co. No. 102, 26th
Div. Tn.
0063 Hq. and Com. tn.,
1st bn., and B
btry., 102d P. A.
;
C and D cos.,
182d Inf.
0118 D and F cos., lOlat
Engrs. ; E, 102d
F A
0630 Hq., 3d bn., K and
L COS., 102d Inf.
K, 181st Inf.
Hq., 2d bn. and P
Co., 101st Engrs.
C btry., 102d P. A.
Hq. CO., 3d bn.,
182d Inf.
I, 181st Inf.
Hq., Hq. and Hq.
CO., 3d bn., and L
Co., 181st Inf.
E and P btrs., 241st
C. A.; D, lOlst
F* A
C, lOls't Inf.
K. 104th Inf.
G, 104th Inf.
G, 101st Inf.
Howitz., 104th Inf.
Hq. & Hq. co., 3d
bn. and I co.,
104th Inf.
L, 101st Inf.
Howit. and 3d Bn.
Hq. & Hq. COS.,
101st Inf.
Hq., Med. dept. det.,
Serv. D. and F
btrs. and Com.
tn., 2d bn., 102d
P. A.
Hq., Ist bn., A and
B COS., 101st Eng.
Hq., Med. dept. det.,
Hq., Serv., A, B,
C and D cos., and
Hq. and Hq. co.,
1st bn., 104th Inf.,
Motor Trans. Co.
No. 101, 26th Div.
Tn.
I, 182d Inf.
P, lOlst F. A.
E, 182d Inf. ; Vet.
Co. No. 101, 101st
Med. Regt.
0623 ' Hq. and Hq. co., 2d
bn., and P co.;
182d Inf.
0539 H, 104th Inf.
0794 Motor Trans Co. No.
102, 26th Div. Tn.
G, 182d Inf.
Park 1261 Hq., Serv., Howit.,
D, H and M cos.,
Med. dept. det.,
Hq. and Hq. co.,
1st bn., 181st Inf.
Amb. Co. No. 101,
101st Med. Regt.
•• 0372 Hq., Hq. co., Med.
Dept.. det., S2d
Inf. Brig.
0030
Mystic 50160
Lawrence 0270
0018
0360
0920
0340
W. New. 1566
1155
1066
0380
02412
2130
0296
Granite 3923
0423
0125
River 0641
0250
2192
Crystal 0220
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